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NTI AG is a global manufacturer of high quality tubular style li-
near motors and linear motor systems and thus focuses on the 
development, production and distribution of linear direct drives 
for use in industrial environments.

Founded in 1993 as an independent business unit of the Sulzer 
Group, NTI AG has been in operation since 2000 as an indepen-
dent company.

NTI AG headquarters are located in Spreitenbach, near Zurich in 
Switzerland. In addition to three production sites in Switzerland 
and Slovakia, NTI AG maintains a sales and support office LinMot®  
USA Inc. to cover the Americas.

The brands LinMot® for industrial linear motors and Mag-
Spring(R) for magnetic springs are offered to customers world-
wide. NTI AG maintains an experienced customer consultant 
sales and support network of over 120 locations worldwide.

For the realization of linear motion NTI AG is always a competent 
and reliable partner.

NTI AG

Mission

LinMot offers its customers a sophisticated and dedicated linear drive system 
that can be easily integrated into all leading control systems. A high degree of 
standardization, delivery from stock and a worldwide distribution network 
insure the immediate availability and excellent customer support.

Our aim is to push linear direct drive technology and make it a standard 
machine design element. We offer highly efficient drive solutions that make 
a major contribution to the overall resource conservation effort.
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Standard Motors
Universal

P10-54 Motors
Power packages

ATEX Motors
Encapsulated

PD03 Motors
Integrated Drive

HP Motors
High Performance

P10-70 Motors
High Power

P04 Motors
Pneumatic replacement

Special Motor
Integrated Drive IP69k

Short Type Motors
Compact

Stainless Steel
Motors 
Hygienic

PD04 Motors
Easy pneumatic 
replacement

Linear Rotary Motors
Synchronous lifting and rotating

PRODUCTS
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LinMot develops and produces a wide variety of electroma-
gnetic direct drives for a nearly unlimited range of applica-
tions. The linear motors are provided together with appropri-
ate control electronics and diverse accessories. The product 
range is coordinated to provide the customer with all of the 

components needed for linear drive systems from a single 
source. Currently over 2000 different drive and motor combi-
nations are normally available from stock within a short period 
of time.

Linear Guides
Safe motion

A 1100 
Space-saving  

E 1200 
High End

MagSpring
Weightless

C 1200 
Compact Drive / NC Motion

E 1400 
High feature drive

C 1100  
Compact-Drive / Point to Point

C1400
Universal

LinMot Accessories
Everything from a single source
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FIELDS OF APPLICATION

LinMot drives provide machine builders with 
optimal components for setting manufac-
turing and packaging processes in motion in 
the food products field. They fulfill the high 
requirements of the IP69k protection class 
and are made entirely of stainless steel. The 
freely programmable motion parameters of 
the drive give the motors a great degree of 
flexibility for various applications.

 » Beverage filling
 » Single and multiple closures
 » Weight products
 » Metering products

 » Sorting using pushers or pull noses
 » Reject products
 » Cutting food products
 » Packaging

 » Placing products in packages
 » Sealing
 » Compressing
 » etc.

 » Automated step width adjustment
 » Rapid drill head transport

 » Cutting endless material to length
 » Material handling

 » etc.

The benefits of LinMot technology have 
been used for years in the latest textile 
machines. The motors are used for placing 
and positioning additional threads, for ex-
ample. Linear motors are also preferred for 
precise winding of textile yarns.

LinMot has programmed a complete func-
tional building block that controls the en-
tire winding process and can simply be in-
voked by the upper-level controller.

The linear technology provides automated 
step width adjustment in order to guarantee 
optimal material cuts.

 » Driving stitching axes
 » Winding up textile yarns

 » Placing and positioning threads
 » Raising and lowering a cloth roller

 » Precise positioning of a cloth roller
 » etc.

FOOD PRODUCTS

TEXTILE MACHINES

WOOD PROCESSING
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In the semiconductor industry, avail-
ability of systems and machine are an 
absolute requirement. Modern elec-
tronics manufacturing must deal with 
frequent product changes. With inno-
vative drive solutions from LinMot and 
intelligent drive and controls compo-
nents, manufacturing, setup, and con-
veyor applications can be implement-
ed effectively.

 » Front-end machines
 » Back-end machines
 » Wafer handling
 » Semiconductor handling

 » Automated semiconductor testing
 » Automated semiconductor packaging
 » Automated population equipment
 » Flying probe testers

 » Depaneling machines
 » CD / DVD Production lines & 

packaging machines
 » etc.

 » Handling
 » Loading and unloading

 » Pick & Place
 » Insertion

 » Closure
 » etc.

 » Functional and durability tests
 » Assembly

 » Material management
 » Fault checking

 » etc.

Linear drive components from LinMot pro-
vide greater flexibility and productivity 
for the automotive industry. They can be 
used not only for reliably implementing 
functional and durability tests, but also 
for applications along the production pro-
cess. This includes primarily applications 
in the field of assembly, material manage-
ment, and fault checking.

Automated workstations and lab automa-
tion require a high degree of flexibility and 
reproducibility when selecting the type 
of drives. LinMot components meet these 
requirements and are also low-noise, 
low-maintenance, clean-room capable, 
and provide smooth, gentle motions. The 
unusually compact linear motors are ideal 
for automation, because they can be in-
stalled even in very small spaces.

SEMICONDUCTORS & ELECTRONICS

AUTOMOTIVE

LABORATORY AUTOMATION
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When blood samples need gentle handling, 
pills need to be counted or filled, or for the 
challenging packaging of pharmaceuticals, 
LinMot drive components provide highly dy-
namic and precise solutions for these tasks. 
The hygienic design of the linear motors 
means that highly sensitive products can be 
processed cleanly in accordance with clean 
room requirements.

 » Flexible filling stations
 » Metering and counting
 » Insertion
 » Placement
 » Closure

 » Pressing closures
 » Carton packing
 » Labeling
 » Pick und place systems
 » Product handling and palletizing

 » Blister & tray and shell handling
 » Packaging systems in blisters & trays
 » etc.

 » Feed systems
 » Transfer systems
 » Pick & place modules
 » Palletizing units
 » Stacking units
 » XY-tables

 » Joining modules
 » Precision pressing
 » Sorting systems
 » Automated screwdriving systems
 » Metering units
 » Gluing stations

 » Quality assurance
 » Testing modules
 » Camera positioning
 » etc.

In addition to increased flexibility, a 
modern system needs the highest pos-
sible production speed and reliable 
traceability in the form of continuous 
electronic process documentation. The 
freely programmable and highly dynam-
ic linear motors provide the systems en-
gineer with the optimal components for 
a modern production machine that can 
meet the applicable requirements with 
no trouble.

MEDICAL & PHARMACEUTICAL

HANDLING & ASSEMBLY
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 » Inspection systems
 » Paper feeding
 » Decoration

 » Ink mixing systems
 » Pad printing
 » Screen printing

 » Doctor blade controls
 » Labeling
 » etc.

 » Insertion
 » Feeding
 » Deflection

 » Carton packing
 » Sealing
 » Labeling

 » Discharge
 » Rejection
 » etc.

Sensitive products can be printed more 
quickly using linear motor technology, be-
cause the position, speed, and force of the 
printing process can be controlled. There are 
no force impulses, as is the case with pneu-
matic solutions.

In general, the freely programmable force and 
motion profiles lead to decisive process im-
provements relative to other types of drives 
and open up many new fields of application.

Highly dynamic, durable LinMot drives en-
sure high productivity and availability. The 
programmable controller adapts quickly 
to new products and types packaging and 
provides continuous control of motion pa-
rameters.

In many applications, the linear motor is 
used as a replacement for pneumatic cyl-
inders in order to make the machines and 
systems more flexible, productive, and re-
liable, while simultaneously reducing the 
cost of energy per package.

PRINTING & LABELING

PACKAGING
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eCATALOGUE
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The LinMot eCatalogue contains all product information, tech-
nical data, information on accessories, CAD data and software 
for the offered products. The integrated search function makes 
it very easy to locate the information by article number or de-
scription. Each product is presented with several photos that 
provide a first optical impression to interested parties. All de-
sired system components can be collected in the shopping cart 
and then a price request can be initiated. Our sales and sup-
port team provides personal consultation for customers on re-
quest and ensures smooth integration of the selected products 
in the planned system. The eCatalog also suggests appropri-
ate accessories automatically, thus avoiding time-consuming 
searches.

The bottom part of the eCatalog contains more interesting aux-
iliary functions. 

Customers can use the convenient “Contact & feedback” form 
to make contact or ask specific questions, for example. There 
is also an option to generate a cleanly formatted PDF from an 
article list in the eCatalog. With just a few clicks, the customer 
can subscribe to the newsletter to get information about new 
products.

HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE ECATALOGUE

 » New products from our development department can 
be seen at a glance.

 » Comprehensive information is available for every 
product: 
 - Data sheets

 - Assembly instructions
 - 3D CAD files
 - EPLAN macros
 - Functional PLC building blocks
 » Corresponding software can be downloaded for every 

product.
 » Matching accessories are proposed for every part so 

that nothing will prevent your system from being built 
correctly.

 » Simply collect the desired products in your shopping 
cart and send them to us for a price inquiry.




